Introduction
============

Soft tissue sarcoma (STS) is a group of rare malignant tumors that occur in the connective tissue and account for \~10% of cancers in children and \<1% of all adult solid malignant cancers ([@b1-or-41-04-2241]). These tumors can originate throughout the human body, particularly in the extremities and the trunk. Although STS accounts for no \>1% of all malignancies, it appears to be part of a heterogeneous disease, as \>50 different histological subtypes have been identified ([@b2-or-41-04-2241],[@b3-or-41-04-2241]). Recurrence occurs in \~50% of high-grade, advanced, and metastatic STSs. For patients in relapse or with a delayed diagnosis, few long-term effective agents are available. Advanced STS presents poor overall survival (OS) with the median OS being no \>2 years ([@b4-or-41-04-2241],[@b5-or-41-04-2241]). Meanwhile, molecular biomarkers to optimize therapy strategies and overcome disease resistance remain unknown ([@b6-or-41-04-2241]). Multidisciplinary approaches and specific molecular targeting therapies are recommended for STS patients, but the clinical impact of these therapies in certain common STS subtypes are unclear. Additional molecular pathway targets and treatment strategies are required to improve the outcomes of this confounding disease.

Drug repurposing involves the application of clinical drugs to different diseases in order to reduce the development time and cost. It has become a fast and effective way to identify drug candidates ([@b7-or-41-04-2241]). Drug repurposing can be facilitated by an established and searchable database that collects drug-gene interactions from various sources ([@b8-or-41-04-2241]--[@b10-or-41-04-2241]).

The Connectivity Map (CMap; <http://portals.broadinstitute.org/cmap/>) is a web-based computational drug-repurposing tool that allows users to screen bioactive small molecules through genome-wide transcription expression data ([@b8-or-41-04-2241]). The current version (build 02) of CMap includes \>7,000 gene expression profiles from five human cell lines and reflects treatment with 1,309 bioactive small molecules at different doses ([@b11-or-41-04-2241]). Screening is achieved by comparing the reference profiles stored in the database with the significantly differentially expressed genes of the user\'s targeted disease using a pattern-matching algorithm. The screening results in a list of small molecule connectivity scores that range from −1 to +1. A small molecule-expression profile that presents a strong negative correlation to a disease-relevant gene expression signature indicates that the molecule may have a potentially therapeutic effect on the disease ([@b12-or-41-04-2241]). CMap has successfully identified bioactive small molecules and combination therapies that have shown promise in the treatment of a variety of diseases ([@b13-or-41-04-2241]--[@b19-or-41-04-2241]).

The Drug Gene Interaction Database (DGIdb; <http://www.dgidb.org>), another drug repurposing web-based application, contains \>40,000 genes and \>10,000 drugs that are involved in \>15,000 drug-gene interactions ([@b9-or-41-04-2241]). These drug-gene interactions were collected using expert curation and text-mining from the drug-related databases DrugBank, Therapeutic Target Database, PharmGKB, Guide to Pharmacology, and [ClinicalTrials.gov](ClinicalTrials.gov). In addition, bioinformatic analyses, such as gene ontology and pathway analysis, were used to categorize potentially druggable genes.

The L1000 Fireworks Display (L1000 FWD; <http://amp.pharm.mssm.edu/L1000FWD>) is another web-based application that provides interactive visualization of \>16,000 drug and gene expression signatures ([@b10-or-41-04-2241]). In this database, potential drugs or bioactive small molecules can be easily identified when users enter the differentially expressed gene sets of a specific disease into the search box.

The present study sought to identify novel drug candidates for the treatment of several common histologic subtypes of STS (58 dedifferentiated liposarcoma, 99 leiomyosarcoma, 8 malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors, 25 myxofibrosarcoma, 10 synovial sarcoma and 49 undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma). According to previous studies ([@b6-or-41-04-2241],[@b20-or-41-04-2241]--[@b23-or-41-04-2241]), these six common STS subtypes may have collective biological targets that can be recognized by one or more drugs. STS survival-associated genes were identified using The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) data and then applied to the CMap, DGIdb and L1000 FWD databases. The repetitions from the predicted drugs obtained from these three drug-gene interaction databases were removed and over-lapped in order to identify the final drug candidates for the STS histologic subtypes, thus providing more reliable results. A pathway analysis and molecular docking were conducted to evaluate the molecular mechanism of the candidate drug. [Fig. 1](#f1-or-41-04-2241){ref-type="fig"} presents a schematic of the study design concept.

Materials and methods
=====================

### STS survival-associated mRNA screening

mRNA-sequence data (Level 3) was downloaded from the STS samples in the TCGA database (<http://cancergenome.nih.gov/>). A total of 261 STS samples were collected (including 59 dedifferentiated liposarcoma, 105 leiomyosarcoma, 9 malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors, 25 myxofibrosarcoma, 10 synovial sarcoma and 51 undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcomas, as well as 2 desmoid tumors). Subsequently, edgeR, a BioconductoR software package, was used to normalize the expression profile ([@b24-or-41-04-2241]). To obtain more reliable data, 2 desmoid tumors and 9 tumor samples with survival times \<90 days were excluded. Then, a univariate Cox regression was conducted using R software (3.4.2 version; R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) to obtain the STS survival-associated genes. The eligible genes were divided into two groups (risk and protective) according to their hazard ratio values. The cut-off value was 1.

### Potential drug predictions

The STS survival-associated genes were separated into two files (risk factors and protective factors) in order to query the CMap, DGIdb, and L1000 FWD databases. As the total number of upload tags cannot be \>1,000 for CMap, only STS survival-associated genes with P-values \<0.005 were selected. Prior to querying CMap, all of the gene symbols were converted to Affymetrix probe IDs using the Affymetrix site (<https://www.affymetrix.com/site/mainPage.affx>). A total of 535 genes with a negative correlation with STS survival, and 178 genes with a positive correlation with STS survival were separately uploaded to CMap. In the CMap database, drugs with significantly negative scores were expected to be putative novel therapeutic indications for STS. The connectivity scores were calculated using the gene-set-enrichment analysis algorithm ([@b9-or-41-04-2241]). A mean score of ≤0.65 was used to identify potential drug candidates.

For DGIdb, all of the STS survival-associated gene symbols were pasted directly into the search box using the 'Search Drug-Gene Interactions' function button, and then the predictive drug list, TSV, was downloaded. For the L1000 FWD database, all of the STS survival-associated gene symbols were divided into differential expression gene sets (up and down) before querying the potential drugs. As with the CMap database, drugs with negative scores were expected to have putative novel therapeutic indications for STS.

To increase the reliability of the results, the candidate drugs were selected by overlapping the results from the three databases.

### Identified target genes of the candidate drug

Genes regulated by the candidate drug were subsequently identified in the three databases using an *in silico* analysis. For the CMap database, the identified gene symbols were converted into Affymetrix probe identifiers and then tagged with the 'up' and 'down' files in. grp format prior to being uploaded to the CMap 'quick query' separately ([@b25-or-41-04-2241]). Significantly aberrantly expressed probes with amplitude values ≤0.67 or \>0.67 were selected (an amplitude of ±0.67 l represents a two-fold change between the treatment and the control). All of the predicted targets were included for the DGIdb and L1000 FWD databases as no threshold was provided.

### Pathways analysis

The Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway analysis was performed for the significantly aberrantly expressed probes of the candidate drugs using the WebGestalt database (<http://www.webgestalt.org/option.php>) ([@b26-or-41-04-2241]). The P-value of each pathway was adjusted using the Hochberg (BH) procedure ([@b27-or-41-04-2241]), and pathways with P\<0.05 were considered significant. Furthermore, target genes in pathways that previously been reported to be involved in tumor genesis or progression were uploaded to cBioPortal database (<http://www.cbioportal.org/>) to analyze their genetic alterations.

### Molecular docking

Molecular docking is an efficient computational method which can rapidly calculate the binding potential of a small molecule (drug candidate) to a target protein. It has been widely used in computer-aided drug discovery due to its speed and low cost ([@b28-or-41-04-2241],[@b29-or-41-04-2241]). SystemsDock (<http://systemsdock.unit.oist.jp/>) is a web server for network pharmacology-based prediction and analysis, which employs two machine learning systems (Machine Learning Systems A and B) and integrates curated signaling networks, bioinformatics databases and molecular virtual docking simulation to comprehensively and rapidly evaluate potential binding affinities of drug candidates against target proteins ([@b30-or-41-04-2241]). Compared with other docking programs ([@b31-or-41-04-2241],[@b32-or-41-04-2241]), it provides a major advance in quality and reliability of assessing protein-ligand interaction. However, systemsDock taking protein structure availability and binding site certainty into consideration, and the protein residues involved in the binding interaction are automatically identified by exploring the position where the biggest native ligand is bound. Ducking score, the indication of binding strength, is a negative logarithm of the experimental dissociation/inhibition constant (pKd/pKi) that ranges from 0--10 (i.e., from weak to strong). A good accuracy level (80--83%) was observed when the cut-off scores were in the range of 4.82--6.11 (pKd), which is conventionally used to classify ligand binding activity.

In the present study, molecular docking was singly performed on the proteins of several KEGG pathways with the candidate drug using systemsDock to check whether the candidate drug may have an anti-STS function. The docking simulation was carried out in three steps: i) Specifying the proteins and binding sites by uploading the names or Protein Data Bank (PDB; <http://www.rcsb.org/>) IDs of the proteins; ii) preparing the small molecules (drugs) for the test by uploading their structure files in 2D/3D SDF, Mol2 or SMILES formats; and iii) clicking the 'run' button.

Results
=======

### Identification of STS survival-associated genes in the TCGA database

A total of 2,842 survival-associated genes were extracted from 248 sample (58 dedifferentiated liposarcoma, 99 leiomyosarcoma, 7 malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors, 25 myxofibrosarcoma, 10 synovial sarcoma and 49 undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcomas) mRNA profiles in the TCGA database using a univariate Cox regression. As the CMap database could not process \>1,000 uploaded tags, SPS survival-associated genes with P\<0.005 were selected to screen the small molecules. Among those genes, 535 were demonstrated to be risk factors for STS, while 178 were protective factors.

### STS-targeted screening for candidate drugs

According to the screening conditions mentioned in the methods above, 79, 693 and 2,327 potential drugs were screened from the CMap, DGIdb and L1000 FWD databases, respectively. When the results of this screening were overlapped, only Bepridil was identified in all three databases simultaneously ([Fig. 2](#f2-or-41-04-2241){ref-type="fig"}). For the CMap database, gene-expression changes in three kinds of human cell lines that were treated with Bepridil partially matched those in the STS survival-associated genes. For the L1000 FWD database, similar findings were identified for two human cell lines ([Table I](#tI-or-41-04-2241){ref-type="table"}). In the DGIdb database, Bepridil was identified by mapping the STS survival-associated genes with the Guide to Pharmacology database.

Bepridil is a long-acting, non-selective calcium-channel blocker with significant antianginal activity. As Bepridil has been demonstrated to cause ventricular arrhythmias, it is no longer used in clinical practice ([@b33-or-41-04-2241]). To determine whether Bepridil could be repurposed for the treatment of STS, specific targets were identified for further analysis. As a result, 57, 19 and 434 genes were reported to be regulated by Bepridil in the CMap, DGIdb and L1000 FWD databases, respectively. In total, 510 potential Bepridil targets were gathered for subsequent pathway analysis.

### KEGG functional pathway analysis of Bepridil targets

Next, the KEGG pathways in which the Bepridil target genes were likely involved were explored. WebGestalt, a functional enrichment analysis web tool, was used to conduct the pathway analysis. Thirty pathways were identified as associated with the Bepridil targets ([Table II](#tII-or-41-04-2241){ref-type="table"}). Several of these pathways were previously reported to be involved in tumor genesis or progression ([@b34-or-41-04-2241]--[@b36-or-41-04-2241]), including epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) tyrosine kinase inhibitor resistance (hsa01521), signaling pathways regulating stem cell pluripotency (hsa04550), extracellular matrix (ECM)-receptor interaction (hsa04512), focal adhesion (hsa04510), transcriptional misregulation in cancer (hsa05202) and the phosphatidylinositol 3 kinase-protein kinase B (PI3K-Akt) signaling pathway (hsa04151). Overall survival analysis of the genes clustered in the above-noted pathways revealed that *CRK*, fibroblast growth factor receptor 4 (*FGFR4*), laminin subunit β1 (*LAMB1*), phosphoinositide-3-kinase regulatory subunit 2 (*PIK3R2*) and *WNT5A* were likely STS risk factors, while overexpression of cluster of differentiation 47 (*CD47*), elastase, neutrophil expressed (*ELANE*), 15-hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase (*HPGD*) and protein kinase cβ (*PRKCB*) was correlated with a better prognosis in STS tissues ([Fig. 3](#f3-or-41-04-2241){ref-type="fig"}). The genetic alteration of these 9 genes was also evaluated using one TCGA dataset (with 265 STS samples) in order to explore how they may function in STS. The results demonstrated that the alterations in the other genes mainly appeared as mRNA upregulation ([Fig. 4](#f4-or-41-04-2241){ref-type="fig"}), except for the alterations in *ELANE* and *HPGD*, which were either amplifications or deep deletions. This suggests that changes in gene expression may allow these 9 genes to function in STS. In addition, mutually exclusive analysis revealed 18 gene pairs with mutually exclusive alterations, and 18 gene pairs with co-occurrent alterations; however, they were all non-significant (adjusted P\>0.05; data not shown).

### Molecular docking

Finally, to explore how Bepridil suppresses or prevents carcinogenic progression, the proteins of 8 STS survival-associated genes (*CRK, FGFR4, LAMB1, PIK3R2, WNT5A, CD47, ELANE, HPGD* and *PRKCB*) were analyzed further using molecular docking. Notably, compared with the cut-off scores (4.82--6.11), except the protein of WNT5A, another 8 proteins all exhibited stable docking (medium-to-good binding) results with Bepridil. The lowest docking score was 5.017 for CRK, while the other protein-ligand interaction scores were \>5.1. The highest docking simulation was found between HPGD and Bepridil (docking score, 5.702). The PDB IDs, docking compound, and docking scores are presented in [Table III](#tIII-or-41-04-2241){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 5](#f5-or-41-04-2241){ref-type="fig"}. The detailed protein-ligand interactions of the docking pose (3D and 2D structures) are presented in [Figs. 6](#f6-or-41-04-2241){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#f7-or-41-04-2241){ref-type="fig"}. Finally, a network was constructed to display the association between the pathways, targets and candidate drug Bepridil ([Fig. 8](#f8-or-41-04-2241){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion
==========

Recent studies have tended to rely on a panel of cancer-related genes to predict potential drugs for diseases ([@b12-or-41-04-2241],[@b14-or-41-04-2241],[@b17-or-41-04-2241]); however, this has not yet been successfully performed for STS. Therefore, the present study used a panel of cancer-related genes to predict potential drugs for several STS subtypes. Previous studies using this methodology have yielded several novel candidates and several clinical drugs have been applied successfully to different diseases using the drug-repurposing strategy. To identify potential drug candidates, studies typically focus on the genomic signatures that are available in electronic patient records, as well as targets of drugs. For example, Paik *et al* ([@b37-or-41-04-2241]) used computational methods to predict that terbutaline sulfate, an anti-asthmatic, could be used to treat amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Similarly, Dudley *et al* ([@b38-or-41-04-2241]) used an *in silico* computational approach to discover a novel drug therapy for inflammatory bowel disease that uses the public gene-expression profiles of the disease and the potential targets of drugs. These results suggested that using cancer-related genes to predict potential drugs may be a promising method for drug repurposing. Changes in gene expression are a significant factor in disease genesis and progression Analyzing these changes can identify potential targets for improving therapeutic intervention. In the present study, survival-correlated gene expression signatures were used to make *in silico* predictions of new indications for approved drugs. Then, three drug-gene interaction databases (CMap, DGIdb, and L1000 FWD) were used to identify potential drugs for STS histologic subtypes. Linking disease-drug profiles based on gene expression signatures is a well-established modality for drug repurposing ([@b8-or-41-04-2241],[@b9-or-41-04-2241],[@b10-or-41-04-2241]). CMap used several human tumor cell lines to generate gene-expression profiles of \>1,300 compounds, and the predicted drugs were ranked by considering multiple parameters, such as the mean score, enrichment score, match specificity and P-value, to enhance the stability and reliability of the predicted results. The developers of CMap and other groups ([@b26-or-41-04-2241],[@b39-or-41-04-2241]) have demonstrated that CMap is a potent tool for identifying compounds with medicinal benefits for a wide range of diseases. L1000 FWD is a similar drug-gene database, but its prediction results only provide the drug name and similarity score. While drug-gene interactions in the DGIdb database were collected using expert curation and text-mining of data from the drug-related database DrugBank, the Therapeutic Target Database, PharmGKB, and [ClinicalTrials.gov](ClinicalTrials.gov) provide an alternative method to predict drugs for STS histologic subtypes. Therefore, the predicted drugs in these three databases were combined in order to obtain more stable and reliable results. After mapping the targets of these molecules in CMap and querying the DGIdb and L1000 FWD databases with STS survival-associated genes, Bepridil was discovered to be a drug candidate for several common histologic subtypes of STS, which appeared simultaneously in all three databases.

Bepridil is a long-acting, non-selective, calcium-channel blocker that was once used as an antianginal treatment. It induces significant coronary vasodilation and has modest peripheral effects ([@b40-or-41-04-2241]). However, Bepridil is no longer used in clinical practice as it has been implicated in ventricular arrhythmias. As novel drug discovery is time consuming and risky, identifying novel indications for known drugs (drug repurposing) has become an effective and innovative method for disease therapy. Therefore, it was explored in the present study whether Bepridil could be repurposed for tumor therapy. A literature search revealed that in the 1990s, Bepridil was revealed to be effective for treating different types of tumors. For example, an early study conducted by van Kalken *et al* ([@b41-or-41-04-2241]) demonstrated that Bepridil combined with anthracyclines could reverse anthracycline resistance in cancer patients. Later, Lee *et al* ([@b42-or-41-04-2241]) evaluated the effects of Bepridil *in vitro* and similarly suggested that it could be combined with Benzamil to effectively inhibit the growth of human brain tumor cells. More recently, a study conducted by Baldoni *et al* ([@b43-or-41-04-2241]) demonstrated that Bepridil could be used for anti-NOTCH1 targeted therapy for patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia. However, Bepridil has not been reported as an anticancer agent for STS. The present study combined the screening results of three drug-gene interaction databases that used different algorithms. All three databases indicated that Bepridil may act as an anticancer agent for several common histologic subtypes of STS. If it was truly confirmed that Bepridil could inhibit the proliferation of tumor cells in *in vitro* STS cell lines and *in vivo* orthotopic PDX animal models, or if it were used for similar clinical in the future, further studies should be conducted to rationalize the potential negative side-effects of Bepridil, such as by combining antiarrhythmic agents and Bepridil. Further studies would then be required to identify an appropriate method to overcome the potential side-effects of Bepridil. As Bepridil has previously been used in clinical practice, the time and cost of reintroducing this compound into the market may be substantially reduced.

Potential Bepridil targets and pathways were predicted in order to identify potential correlations between Bepridil and other common therapies for STS histologic subtypes. This analysis resulted in the identification of 510 targets and 30 pathways, several of which were reported to be involved in cancer occurrence or progression. Using the TCGA data, the overall survival analysis of the genes clustered in these pathways revealed that *CRK, FGFR4, LAMB1, PIK3R2* and *WNT5A* (characterized by focal adhesion, signaling pathways regulating stem cell pluripotency, EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor resistance, ECM-receptor interaction and the PI3K-Akt signaling pathway) were likely risk factors for STS, while *CD47, ELANE, HPGD* and *PRKCB* (characterized by ECM-receptor interaction, transcriptional misregulation in cancer, focal adhesion and EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor resistance pathways) were likely protective factors in STS tissues.

These 9 genes were reported to serve several roles in malignances. For example, CRK is an adaptor protein that can affect cancer cell migration and invasion ([@b44-or-41-04-2241],[@b45-or-41-04-2241]). The dysregulation of CRK expression has been implicated in various aggressive human malignances, including synovial sarcoma, bladder cancer and breast cancer ([@b46-or-41-04-2241]--[@b48-or-41-04-2241]). These findings suggest that CRK may have targeted-therapy potential in a wide range of tumors. The FGFR protein family is primarily involved in angiogenesis, the activation of which regulates various oncogenic processes ([@b49-or-41-04-2241]). FGFR4, one of the FGF receptors, was also demonstrated to be involved in several important signaling pathways, including the WNT signaling pathway, the MAPK signaling pathway and the PI3K-Akt signaling pathway ([@b50-or-41-04-2241]). FGFR-targeted therapy is also considered a promising strategy in refractory cancer treatment ([@b51-or-41-04-2241]). Lin *et al* ([@b52-or-41-04-2241]) reported that LAMB1 performed better as a diagnostic antigen rather than a carcino-embryonic antigen for colorectal cancer and may serve as a potential serological biomarker for digestive cancer diagnosis. However, the role of LAMB1 in STS has not been reported. In the present study, it was demonstrated that overexpression of LAMB1 was correlated with poor prognosis in patients with STS. PIK3R2 is involved in cell proliferation, migration and survival ([@b53-or-41-04-2241]). PIK3R2 was recently reported to be targeted by microRNA-126-3p and to suppress Kaposi\'s sarcoma cell proliferation ([@b54-or-41-04-2241]). WNT5A belongs to the *WNT* gene family, which encodes secreted signaling proteins and has been implicated in oncogenesis and several developmental processes ([@b55-or-41-04-2241],[@b56-or-41-04-2241]). Ye *et al* ([@b57-or-41-04-2241]) reported that CD47 may be a prognostic marker for oral squamous cell carcinoma. ELANE has been correlated with neutropenia outcomes ([@b58-or-41-04-2241]). HPGD has been demonstrated to participate in a variety of physiological and pathological metabolic processes. It has also been identified as a novel therapeutic target in prostate cancer ([@b59-or-41-04-2241],[@b60-or-41-04-2241]) and is involved in colorectal cancer progression ([@b61-or-41-04-2241]). When these nine genes were queried in the cBioPortal database, it was reported that nearly all were genetically altered in patients with STS.

SystemsDock is a web-based tool for network pharmacology-based prediction and analysis. Hsin *et al* ([@b30-or-41-04-2241]) applied the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) to demonstrate that systemsDock possesses a well-designed scoring function \[area under the ROC curve (AUC)=0.84\] for molecular docking to evaluate protein-ligand binding activity. According to the conventional rating, 0.9≤AUC≤1 is considered excellent, 0.80≤AUC\<0.9 is good, 0.70≤AUC\<0.8 is fair, 0.50≤AUC\<0.7 is poor and AUC\<0.5 represents failure. This tool also considers protein structure availability and binding site certainty, which allows the docking simulation of the described proteins and their ligand selectivity to occur. According to the software description, a cut-off score in the range of 4.82--6.11 indicates reliable accuracy (80--83%) when evaluating protein-ligand binding activity. When systemsDock was applied to test the protein-ligand binding activity of Bepridil and screen out the 9 candidate proteins from the KEGG pathways, it was demonstrated that the lowest docking score was 5.017, which suggested that Bepridil had relatively stable binding selectivity with all of the tested proteins. These results indicate that Bepridil has the potential to become an STS candidate drug. This theory should be confirmed with further *in vitro* and *in vivo* experiments. If Bepridil could be repurposed for STS treatment, this may provide a significant benefit to STS patients, as well as reduce development time and cost.

In conclusion, the present study used a computational method that combined three drug-gene interaction databases and a gene-expression signature to explore drug repositioning. As a result, Bepridil was identified as a potential candidate for the treatment of STS. A KEGG pathway analysis predicted that Bepridil may target CRK, FGFR4, LAMB1, PIK3R2, CD47, ELANE, HPGD and PRKCB to suppress STS development. The pathways associated with these targets were demonstrated to serve crucial roles in cancer or cancer treatments. Molecular docking simulations suggested that these proteins could combine with Bepridil in a stable manner. These findings provide rationale that Bepridil may be developed for the treatment of STS. However, the present study has some limitations. For instance, it derives STS survival-associated genes from the TCGA database alone; therefore, it would be desirable to increase the power of the analysis by including additional datasets. Furthermore, the present study was simply based on computational approaches without using STS cell lines and PDX models for further validation. Additionally, when evaluating molecular docking, a control experiment by assessing the binding strength of a known inhibitor and Bepridil was not set, as inhibition constant was built-in in the systemsDock database. The present authors intend to remedy this limitation in the future using *in vitro* and *in vivo* methodologies. Although drug repurposing using the computational approach does not definitively measure the effects of a treatment, it allows the safety profiling stage to be bypassed, which results in lower costs and better time efficiency. Therefore, an initial genomics-based recommendation may be made rapidly, and refinements or changes can be made when further *in vitro* and *in vivo* results become available.
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![Schematic depicting a flow diagram of the screening and analysis conducted in the study. Panels 1, 2 and 5 present screenshots from The Cancer Genome Atlas database and three drug-gene interaction database homepages. Panels 3, 4, 6 and 7 present certain results of the present study. SARC, soft tissue sarcoma; KEGG, Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes.](OR-41-04-2241-g00){#f1-or-41-04-2241}

![Venn diagram depicting potential drugs in the CMap, DGIdb and L1000 FWD databases. CMap, Connectivity Map; DGIdb, Drug-gene interaction database; L1000FWD, L1000 Fireworks Display.](OR-41-04-2241-g01){#f2-or-41-04-2241}

![Significant prognostic values of genes that are reportedly involved in tumor genesis or progression pathways. (A) *CRK* (B) *FGFR4*. (C) *LAMB1*. (D) *PIK3R2*. (E) *WNT5A*. (F) *CD47*. (G) *ELANE*. (H) *HPGD*. (I) *PRKCB*. *FGFR4*, fibroblast growth factor receptor 4; *LAMB1*, laminin subunit β1; *PIK3R2*, phosphoinositide-3-kinase regulatory subunit 2; *CD47*, cluster of differentiation 47; *ELANE*, elastase, neutrophil expressed; *HPGD*, 15-hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase; *PRKCB*, protein kinase cβ; TPM, trans per million; HR, hazard ratio.](OR-41-04-2241-g02){#f3-or-41-04-2241}

![Genetic alteration analysis of soft-tissue sarcoma survival-associated genes from The Cancer Genome Atlas dataset. *FGFR4*, fibroblast growth factor receptor 4; *LAMB1*, laminin subunit β1; *PIK3R2*, phosphoinositide-3-kinase regulatory subunit 2; *CD47*, cluster of differentiation 47; *ELANE*, elastase, neutrophil expressed; *HPGD*, 15-hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase; *PRKCB*, protein kinase cβ.](OR-41-04-2241-g03){#f4-or-41-04-2241}

![Docking prediction results displayed in an interactive histogram. Docking scores for Bepridil and the native ligand are provided for each protein. X-axis labels are presented as Protein Data Bank ID (protein name). FGFR4, fibroblast growth factor receptor 4; LAMB1, laminin subunit β1; PIK3R2, phosphoinositide-3-kinase regulatory subunit 2; CD47, cluster of differentiation 47; ELANE, elastase, neutrophil expressed; HPGD, 15-hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase; PRKCB, protein kinase cβ.](OR-41-04-2241-g04){#f5-or-41-04-2241}

![Molecular binding interactions of Bepridil and the proteins that are reportedly involved in tumor genesis or progression displayed in 3D structures. (A) CRK. (B) Fibroblast growth factor receptor 4. (C) Laminin subunit β1. (D) Phosphoinositide-3-kinase regulatory subunit 2. (E) Cluster of differentiation 47. (F) Elastase, neutrophil expressed. (G) 15-hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase. (H) Protein kinase cβ. All the protein residues presented in figures were the one that identified to involve in the binding interaction.](OR-41-04-2241-g05){#f6-or-41-04-2241}

![Molecular binding interactions of Bepridil, and the proteins that are reportedly involved in tumor genesis or progression displayed in 2D structures. (A) CRK. (B) Fibroblast growth factor receptor 4. (C) Laminin subunit β1. (D) Phosphoinositide-3-kinase regulatory subunit 2. (E) Cluster of differentiation 47. (F) Elastase, neutrophil expressed. (G) 15-hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase. (H) Protein kinase cβ. All protein residues presented were involved in the binding interaction.](OR-41-04-2241-g06){#f7-or-41-04-2241}

![A network visualization of the association between the identified pathways, targets and candidate drug. Green circles represent the genes clustered in different pathways, red circles represent both the genes clustered in different pathways and the Bepridil targets. FGFR4, fibroblast growth factor receptor 4; LAMB1, laminin subunit β1; PIK3R2, phosphoinositide-3-kinase regulatory subunit 2; CD47, cluster of differentiation 47; ELANE, elastase, neutrophil expressed; HPGD, 15-hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase; PRKCB, protein kinase cβ.](OR-41-04-2241-g07){#f8-or-41-04-2241}

###### 

Cell lines treated with Bepridil in the CMap and L1000 FWD databases.

  Database   Mean score   Cell line   Dose (µm)   Score    n   P-value
  ---------- ------------ ----------- ----------- -------- --- ---------
  CMap       −0.659                                        4   0.071
                          MCF7        10          −0.677   2   0.101
                          PC3         10          −0.756   1   --
                          HL60        10          −0.525   1   --
  L1000FWD   −0.0167                                       2   --
                          HCC515      10          N/A      1   0.001
                          VCaP        10          N/A      1   0.002

CMap, Connectivity Map; L1000FWD, L1000 Fireworks Display; MCF7, human breast cancer cell line; PC3, human prostate cancer cell line; HL60, human leukemia cell line; HCC515, human lung adenocarcinoma cell line; VCaP, human prostate cancer cell line; N, number of cell lines.

###### 

KEGG functional annotation of the Bepridil targets.

  Gene set   Description                                                Count   P-value   Gene
  ---------- ---------------------------------------------------------- ------- --------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  hsa00480   Glutathione metabolism                                       7     0.0022    *GPX1*; *GPX4*; *ANPEP*; *GSTA1*; *GSTA4*; *GSTP1*; *ODC1*
  hsa04964   Proximal tubule bicarbonate reclamation                      5     0.0029    *ATP1A1*; *PCK1*; *PCK2*; *CA2*; *SLC4A4*
  hsa04514   Cell adhesion molecules                                    13      0.0040    *VCAN; CADM1; HLADQB1; ITGA4; ITGAV; CD99; NCAM1; CLDN18; PTPRM; SDC2; SDC4; CD58; CDH1*
  hsa05206   microRNAs in cancer                                        14      0.0058    *SPRY2; CDKN1B; CRK; E2F2; DICER1; TNC; MARCKS; ABCB1; SERPINB5; PIK3R2; PRKCB; SOX4; THBS1; CCND2*
  hsa04924   Renin secretion                                              8     0.0069    *ADCYAP1R1; CLCA1; AGT; PDE1A; PDE1C; PDE1B; PTGER4; CLCA2*
  hsa04972   Pancreatic secretion                                       10      0.0077    *CLCA1; SLC26A3; KCNQ1; ATP1A1; PLA2G2A; PRKCB; SLC12A2; CA2; SLC4A4; CLCA2*
  hsa01521   EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor resistance                    9     0.0136    *FGFR2; GAS6; NRG1; IGF1R; PIK3R2; PRKCB; AXL; PDGFC; BCL2L1*
  hsa04550   Signaling pathways regulating pluripotency of stem cells   12      0.0161    *FZD10; FGFR2; FGFR4; ID3; ID4; IGF1R; INHBB; SMAD3; PIK3R2; WNT5A; NANOG; KLF4*
  hsa04614   Renin-angiotensin system                                     4     0.0176    *CTSG; AGT; ANPEP; CTSA*
  hsa00010   Glycolysis/gluconeogenesis                                   7     0.0225    *ALDH2; ALDOB; HK2; PCK1; PCK2; PFKP; PGK1*
  hsa04512   ECM-receptor interaction                                     8     0.0259    *COL6A3; TNC; ITGA4; ITGAV; LAMB1; SDC4; THBS1; CD47*
  hsa01230   Biosynthesis of amino acids                                  7     0.0289    *ALDOB; IDH3G; PFKP; PGK1; PSPH; BCAT1; PYCRL*
  hsa00330   Arginine and proline metabolism                              5     0.0332    *ALDH2; OAT; ODC1; SMOX; PYCRL*
  hsa05032   Morphine addiction                                           8     0.0343    *GABRP; PDE1A; PDE1C; PDE2A; PDE1B; PRKCB; GNG12; CACNA1A*
  hsa00910   Nitrogen metabolism                                          3     0.0409    *CA1; CA2; CA12*
  hsa05215   Prostate cancer                                              8     0.0531    *CDKN1B; E2F2; FGFR2; GSTP1; HSP90AA1; IGF1R; PIK3R2; PDGFC*
  hsa04974   Protein digestion and absorption                             7     0.0585    *COL5A2; COL6A3; COL10A1; COL13A1; KCNQ1; ATP1A1; SLC1A1*
  hsa04310   Wnt signaling pathway                                      10      0.0609    *FZD10; DKK1; SMAD3; PRKCB; SFRP1; SFRP4; TBL1X; WNT5A; TBL1XR1; CCND2*
  hsa04510   Focal adhesion                                             14      0.0629    *COL6A3; CRK; TNC; IGF1R; ITGA4; ITGAV; LAMB1; MYLK; PIK3R2; PRKCB; PDGFC; ACTB; THBS1; CCND2*
  hsa04068   FoxO signaling pathway                                     10      0.0730    *CDKN1B; PRMT1; IGF1R; SMAD3; FOXO4; PCK1; PCK2; PIK3R2; S1PR4; CCND2*
  hsa04350   TGF-β signaling pathway                                      7     0.0742    *ID3; ID4; INHBB; SMAD3; BMP6; TFDP1; THBS1*
  hsa05205   Proteoglycans in cancer                                    14      0.0751    *FZD10; ANK1; IGF1R; ITGAV; PIK3R2; PRKCB; PTCH1; ACTB; SDC2; SDC4; THBS1; TWIST1; WNT5A; NANOG*
  hsa05020   Prion diseases                                               4     0.0764    *HSPA1A; NCAM1; PRNP; C7*
  hsa05130   Pathogenic *Escherichia coli* infection                      5     0.0849    *ARPC1A; KRT18; ACTB; TUBB6; CDH1*
  hsa05222   Small cell lung cancer                                       7     0.0874    *CDKN1B; CKS2; E2F2; ITGAV; LAMB1; PIK3R2; BCL2L1*
  hsa04971   Gastric acid secretion                                       6     0.0877    *KCNQ1; MYLK; ATP1A1; PRKCB; ACTB; CA2*
  hsa05202   Transcriptional misregulation in cancer                    12      0.0906    *CDKN1B; ELANE; FUT8; NUPR1; HPGD; IGF1R; LMO2; MMP3; MPO; BCL2A1; BCL2L1; CCND2*
  hsa04151   PI3K-Akt signaling pathway                                 20      0.0920    *CDKN1B; COL6A3; FGFR2; FGFR4; HSP90AA1; TNC; IGF1R; IL2RG; ITGA4; ITGAV; LAMB1; PCK1; PCK2; PIK3R2; GNG12; PDGFC; BCL2L1; THBS1; YWHAB; CCND2*
  hsa03320   PPAR signaling pathway                                       6     0.0930    *PLIN2; FABP1; FABP5; ACSL1; PCK1; PCK2*
  hsa04110   Cell cycle                                                   9     0.0986    *CDKN1B; CDKN1C; E2F2; SMAD3; MCM4; TFDP1; YWHAB; CCND2; CDC20*

KEGG, Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes, and Genomes; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; ECM, extracellular matrix; Fox, forkhead box; TGF, transforming growth factor; PI3K-Akt, phosphatidylinositol 3 kinase-protein kinase B; PPAR, peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor.

###### 

Docking simulation results for Bepridil and proteins that are reportedly involved in tumor genesis or progression.

  Gene/protein name   PDB ID   Docking scores (pKd/pKi)
  ------------------- -------- --------------------------
  *CRK*/CRK           1JU5     5.017
  *FGFR4*/FGFR4       4UXQ     5.146
  *LAMB1*/LAMB1       5XAU     5.417
  *PIK3R2*/PIK3R2     2XS6     5.414
  *CD47*/CD47         2JJS     5.436
  *ELANE*/ELANE       4WVP     5.539
  *HPGD*/HPGD         2GDZ     5.702
  *PRKCB*/PRKCB       2I0E     5.195

PDB ID, Protein data bank ID; FGFR4, fibroblast growth factor receptor 4; LAMB1, laminin subunit β1; PIK3R2, phosphoinositide-3-kinase regulatory subunit 2; CD47, cluster of differentiation 47; ELANE, elastase, neutrophil expressed; HPGD, 15-hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase; PRKCB, protein kinase cβ.
